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Abstract
This study provides a synopsis of the current fieldwork monitoring practices of large-scale surveys in Germany.
Based on the results of a standardized questionnaire, the study summarizes fieldwork monitoring indicators
used and fieldwork measures carried out by 17 large-scale social sciences surveys in Germany. Our descriptive
results reveal that a common set of fieldwork indicators and measures exist on which the studied surveys rely.
However, it also uncovers the need for additional design-specific indicators. Finally, it underlines the importance
of a close cooperation between survey representatives and fieldwork agencies to optimize processes in
fieldwork monitoring in the German survey context. The article concludes with implications for fieldwork
practice.
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Fieldwork Monitoring: Indicators & Measures
Large-scale surveys collect valuable data for the social sciences. In recent decades, however, these surveys
face the challenge of declining response rates (de Leeuw, Hox, & Luiten, 2018; Kreuter, 2013). This is
particularly problematic if the final data are affected by nonresponse bias (Groves, 2006; Groves & Peytcheva,
2008). At the same time, survey researchers are confronted with restricted budgets while survey costs have
increased (Groves & Heeringa, 2006). Fieldwork monitoring strategies may help to deal with both issues by
increasing the efficiency of the data collection process, especially in costly face-to-face surveys (Peytchev,
Baxter, & Carley-Baxter, 2009). Fieldwork indicators can inform about various aspects of fieldwork, such as the
status of the active sample, interviewer productivity, or dataset balance and representativeness of the collected
data. A close observation of the field allows for an early detection of suboptimal performances, risks of
nonresponse bias, and inefficient processes. Therefore, fieldwork monitoring can optimize the process of data
collection and give insights whether and which fieldwork measures should be implemented. Fieldwork
measures are targeted activities to improve the data collection in the field period. Surveys can conduct fieldwork
measures in the preparatory stage (e.g., interviewer training), during fieldwork (e.g., re-training of
underperforming interviewers), and after the fieldwork stage (e.g., back-checks). In this context, computerassisted data collection and fieldwork visualization tools provide the possibility to monitor the field in real-time
(Bieber et al. 2020, Edwards, Maitland, & Connor, 2017; Groves & Heeringa, 2006; Vandenplas & Loosveldt,
2017).
Although a variety of articles describe the fieldwork monitoring strategy of specific surveys (e.g., Beullens,
Loosveldt, Vandenplas, & Stoop, 2018; Malter, 2013), to the best of our knowledge, no article exists that
summarizes and compares fieldwork indicators and measures of multiple large-scale surveys. The goal of this
article is to provide an overview of the current situation of fieldwork monitoring in Germany and to identify
indicators and measures that are frequently used and considered as relevant by survey representatives. This
information is an important step toward best practices for fieldwork monitoring in Germany and beyond.
If we compare fieldwork indicators used and fieldwork measures carried out by various surveys, two different
scenarios are possible: in Scenario 1, surveys may use a diverse set of indicators and measures, thus reflecting
heterogeneity. This scenario is plausible since surveys vary considerably with regard to their design (e.g., crosssectional vs. longitudinal), key variables of interest, target population, field time, and budgets. Financial and
time constraints for monitoring the field as well as different quality standards may yield surveys focusing on
indicators addressing different dimensions, such as the data collection effort, staff productivity, sample balance,
survey output, and measurement process quality (Jans, Sirkis, & Morgan, 2013). Moreover, surveys may not
only differ with regard to the indicators used for monitoring the field but also in their “operational rules” (i.e., in
the thresholds for indicators) and in their reactions (i.e., fieldwork measures) when indicators flag issues in the
field.
In contrast, in Scenario 2, most of the surveys may focus on almost the same set of indicators and measures,
thus reflecting homogeneity. This scenario is plausible because the survey representatives share the same
scientific environment, (presumably) read the same journals and visit the same conferences to receive input for
their daily work. At the same time, they share the same contextual restrictions. For instance, they all have to
adhere to the same national legislation with regard to data protection. Furthermore, many surveys receive their
funding from the same agencies since the number of institutions funding large-scale surveys is limited. Most
importantly, German surveys generally outsource data collection to commercial vendors (fieldwork agencies,
such as Kantar or infas). Here again, the number of fieldwork agencies carrying out large-scale face-to-face
surveys in Germany is very limited. They have their own routines in monitoring the field and in reporting
indicators to their customers and only have a limited ability to adapt their protocols to the wishes of research
institutes, in particular if this requires changes in software or deviations of interviewer routines. Since the
fieldwork agency coordinates its interviewer staff, it is also the fieldwork agency – and not the scientific survey
management teams– that implements fieldwork measures. As a consequence, a time lag may ensue between
the detection of an issue in the fieldwork process and an intervention because the survey programs and the
fieldwork agency must agree on appropriate measures. For survey representatives, this might further limit the
number of feasible field measures and create a more homogeneous set of indicators frequently considered by
the majority of survey programs.
In the following sections, we will first introduce our research question and describe our data and methods. In the
results section, we will present the findings regarding the frequency and relevance of fieldwork indicators and
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measures of 17 large-scale social science surveys in Germany. We will conclude the present article with a
discussion of our findings and practical implications.

Research Questions
The goal of this article is to provide an overview regarding the current situation of fieldwork monitoring in
Germany and to give insights which indicators and measures are frequently used and considered as most
relevant by the survey representatives of 17 large-scale social science surveys. We specifically aim at
addressing the following research questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which fieldwork performance indicators are being monitored?
Which fieldwork performance indicators are considered the most relevant and why?
Which fieldwork measures are being carried out?
Which fieldwork measures are considered the most relevant and why?

Methods & Data
The data for this article come from a questionnaire about study characteristics, monitored fieldwork indicators,
and implemented fieldwork measures. The questionnaire was sent to the representatives of large-scale social
sciences survey programs in Germany attending the GESIS Roundtable on fieldwork monitoring in Mannheim in
April 2018 or the GESIS fieldwork monitoring symposium in Mannheim in January 2019. In addition, further
large-scale social science surveys that were not represented at these events but collect data in Germany were
contacted as well. Only additional face-to-face surveys were consulted, whereas surveys implementing other
modes (CATI etc) were not contacted.
In sum, representatives of 17 surveys were invited to participate in the survey. Data collection was from August
2018 until February 2019.

Development & Content of Questionnaire
We developed the questionnaire in two stages. In the first stage, a list of relevant fieldwork indicators and
measures was created based on existing literature on this topic (e.g., Blohm, 2016; Jans et al., 2013). In the
second stage, two survey representatives provided feedback on this draft questionnaire and the research team
improved the questionnaire based on that feedback.
The final version of the questionnaire asked the survey representatives to provide some general study
characteristics and to report the monitored fieldwork indicators as well as measures of the last wave/study that
has been implemented (see Online Appendix for full questionnaire). Regarding fieldwork, the questionnaire
asked which indicators the survey program received from the fieldwork agency and which indicators were
additionally calculated by the survey representatives. The indicators addressed the dimensions of “Interviewer
or Data Collection Effort & Status of Active Sample,” “Interviewer or Staff Productivity,” “Dataset Balance and
Representativeness,” “Survey Output,” and “Measurement Process Quality.” For a complete list of indicators by
dimension see Table 2 (for an extensive list of indicators with their definitions see Online Appendix).
Additionally, the questionnaire asked the survey representatives about the three most relevant indicators for
fieldwork monitoring and to explain the reasons for their selection.
Regarding fieldwork measures, the questionnaire inquired which of the following measures the surveys carried
out to improve their fieldwork: interviewer trainings (form, content, and responsibilities for training), introductory
materials, incentives (type and conditions, assessing incentive effects), fieldwork procedures (e.g., minimum
number of required contacts), and validation (e.g., back-checks and recordings of interviews). Once again, the
representatives were asked to name the three most relevant measures and the reasons for their selection.

Participating Surveys
All contacted surveys participated (n=17; response rate: 100%). Table 1 contains an overview of the
participating surveys and their survey characteristics. The participating German surveys are the German
General Social Survey (ALLBUS), European Social Survey (ESS), European Values Study (EVS), GESIS
https://surveyinsights.org/?p=12237&preview_id=12237
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Panel, German Internet Panel (GIP), German Longitudinal Election Study (GLES), National Educational Panel
Study (NEPS), German Family Panel (pairfam), Panel on Household Finances (PHF), Panel Study Labour
Market and Social Security (PASS), Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies
(PIAAC), Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE), German Socio-Economic Panel
(SOEP) core, IAB-BAMF-SOEP study of refugees, SOEP migration samples, TwinLife, and World Values
Survey (WVS). In total, our dataset contains eight cross-sectional surveys and nine panel surveys. Eleven
surveys have a national scope, whereas six of the participating surveys are part of international comparative
surveys. In this article, we will focus on the distinction between cross-sectional and panel surveys since no
distinct pattern emerged between surveys with a national focus and surveys that are part of an international
comparative survey.
Table 1. Survey characteristics of participating surveys

*Note: CS: Cross-sectional, P: Panel; M1-M5: Migration sample; a Although GIP and GESIS Panel are two
panel surveys, the face-to-face recruitment interviews had a cross-sectional character. Since we report the
fieldwork monitoring of the face-to-face recruitment interviews, GIP and GESIS Panel are counted as crosssectional surveys in this article. b The TwinLife sample consists of two subsamples which surveyed the same
survey program in two consecutive years, respectively. The fieldwork duration specified here is the mean of the
durations of the two subsamples.

Results
In the following, we discuss the descriptive results. In a first step, we present the findings regarding the
frequency and relevance of fieldwork indicators. In a second step, we present the findings regarding the
frequency and relevance of fieldwork measures.

Fieldwork Indicators
We present the results for fieldwork monitoring indicators by the five main dimensions: 1) interviewer or data
collection effort and status of active sample, 2) interviewer or staff productivity, 3) dataset balance and
representativeness, 4) survey output, and 5) measurement process quality. We report whether the fieldwork
agencies deliver these indicators or whether the surveys calculate them on their own. Since some survey
representatives additionally calculate the same or a related indicator delivered by the fieldwork agency on their
own, the numbers do not necessarily add up to 17 (total of participating surveys). We additionally report
whether studies both receive and calculate indicators at the same time. Moreover, we report the results for the
https://surveyinsights.org/?p=12237&preview_id=12237
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different indicators separately for cross-sectional and panel surveys. Finally, we indicate which indicators are
perceived as the most relevant.
Interviewer or data collection effort & status of active sample. According to Table 2, most surveys monitor
the number of contacted and uncontacted cases (16 surveys), the number of interviewers assigned to the study
(15 surveys), and the number of interviewers actively working (12 surveys). Several surveys also monitor the
indicators of mean number of contact attempts per case (10 surveys), interviewers per sample point (9
surveys), or the number of completed sample points (8 surveys).
Table 2. Frequency of reported types of indicators overall (all surveys combined), indicators delivered
by the fieldwork agency, indicators derived by own calculation, or both, and reported indicators by type
of study (cross-sectional or panel survey)
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Most of the surveys directly receive these indicators from the fieldwork agency. Cross-sectional surveys tend to
https://surveyinsights.org/?p=12237&preview_id=12237
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monitor a larger variety of indicators in this dimension. Several indicators were only or mostly used by crosssectional surveys, such as the number of contacted and uncontacted cases per sample point (6 cross-sectional
surveys respectively) and the number of completed sample points (7 cross-sectional surveys).
Regarding relevance, several survey representatives (6 surveys) rate the number of contacted cases overall as
an important indicator when asked to report the three most important indicators for fieldwork monitoring (see
Table 3). The survey representatives reason that this indicator is useful to assess the overall processing status
of the sample as well as the activity level of the interviewers. It also gives insights whether the interviewers start
working on the survey, whether they work continuously, and, therefore helps to swiftly detect fieldwork
problems.
Interviewer or staff productivity. The most frequently mentioned indicator of interviewer or staff productivity is
the number of completed interviews per interviewer (15 surveys; see Table 2). Most surveys additionally
observe the interviewer-level response rate (10 surveys), the mean number of contact attempts per completed
interview (9 surveys), or the number of refusals per interviewer (9 surveys).
Cross-sectional and panel surveys differ regarding the productivity indicators. More cross-sectional than panel
surveys check the indicators of interviewer-level response rate, refusals per interviewer, and last activity of
interviewer.
Dataset balance & representativeness. In our study, the survey representatives also reported that they
inspect indicators of dataset balance and representativeness as part of their fieldwork monitoring effort. Widely
used indicators in this dimension are sample composition (16 surveys), response rates for key subgroups (15
surveys), and comparison of the distributions of key variables with benchmark data (e.g., Microcensus data; 14
surveys). Most of the survey representatives calculate response rates for different age groups, gender, and
nationalities but some also consider geographical aspects (e.g., regions, federal states), municipality size, or
household type and composition. Several panel surveys also calculate the response rate by subsamples from
different waves and study different groups based on their participation in previous waves (e.g., temporary dropouts, contact frequency of last wave). The response rate for key subgroups is also rated as the most relevant
indicator for dataset balance and representativeness (6 surveys, see Table 3) because it helps to assess the
difficulty to interview specific target groups. Survey representatives also check this indicator for budget
calculations and to adhere to study standards.
Most surveys calculate these indicators on their own instead of receiving them from the fieldwork agencies.
Dataset balance and representativeness also seem to be an important dimension for panel surveys, in
particular sample composition and response rates for key subgroups. This is mirrored in the fact that most panel
surveys (5 out of 6 surveys) evaluate response rates for key subgroups as a relevant indicator.
Survey output. Survey output appears to be the most important dimension of fieldwork monitoring. Almost all
survey representatives regularly check response rates, the number of completed interviews, the refusal rate,
and the proportion of soft and hard refusals (16 surveys). Nearly all surveys also monitor the total number of
contacted sample units (14 surveys) and the completion rate (11 surveys).
Most surveys directly receive these indicators from the fieldwork agency, but several surveys also calculate the
response rate (12 surveys) and refusal rate (10 surveys) on their own. In particular, the response rate is
frequently delivered and calculated by the survey representatives (10 surveys).
Survey output seems to be an important dimension for both cross-sectional and panel surveys since no
differences were detected between the two study designs.
Overall, the response rate is frequently judged as the most important indicator (10 surveys, see Table 3). Most
survey representatives evaluate this indicator as crucial because it reflects the willingness to participate in the
survey, it helps to detect problems in the fieldwork early on, and it delivers important information for cost
estimates of the fieldwork. For some of the surveys, the response rate is also relevant due to study standards
(e.g., minimum response rates requirements). Another indicator that was frequently judged as important is the
proportion of completed interviews (10 surveys) because it provides an overview over the field progress and
serves as an indicator whether the survey runs smoothly.
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Measurement process quality. The indicator most frequently used in the dimension of measurement process
quality is the interview duration (17 surveys). This indicator is also frequently delivered by field agencies but
additionally calculated by the surveys (9 surveys). Three surveys rate interview duration as one of the three
most important indicators because it helps to assess whether the questionnaire has a reasonable length and
whether it is affected by data quality issues (e.g., long duration: respondent burden, fatigue; short duration:
deviations from standardized procedures by interviewers). The remaining indicators in this dimension (e.g., item
nonresponse rate for all items and key items or the average rate of items missing on the respondent level) are
often calculated by the surveys themselves. There are no major differences between cross-sectional and panel
surveys in this dimension.
Table 3. Most frequently mentioned relevant indicators of fieldwork monitoring

*Note: Table reports the most frequently mentioned indicators when survey representatives were asked to list
the three most important indicators of fieldwork monitoring. We only list indicators that were mentioned by at
least 3 survey representatives.
Fieldwork Measures
The indicators discussed in the previous section are closely related to fieldwork measures. Fieldwork measures
can be implemented before (e.g., introductory materials), during (e.g., re-trainings of underperforming
interviewers), or after data collection (e.g., back-checks) and mainly aim at increasing the response rate,
ensuring data quality, and reducing nonresponse bias. In this section, we report the frequency of various
fieldwork measures without distinguishing in detail between cross-sectional and panel surveys because no
distinct pattern emerged for any of the study types (see Table 4).
Table 4. Fieldwork activities overall (all studies combined) and by study type (cross-sectional and panel
study)
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Interviewer training. Interviewer trainings can come in different forms. The majority of the surveys (14 surveys)
rely on in-person interviewer trainings. Furthermore, most of the surveys provide additional interviewer training
materials in written form (12 surveys) and one study provides video training materials. Interviewers of all
surveys receive a study-specific interviewer training, but ten surveys provide a general interviewer training in
addition. Regarding responsibility for the training, the fieldwork agency conducts the interviewer trainings for all
surveys. In 12 surveys, researchers actively participate in the interviewer trainings and/or in the conceptual
development of the trainings. During the fieldwork period, 11 surveys observe the performance of interviewers
and, if necessary, conduct re-trainings of underperforming interviewers.
https://surveyinsights.org/?p=12237&preview_id=12237
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Interviewer training is also perceived as a very relevant fieldwork measure (9 surveys) because it can ensure
that interviewers comply with complex survey protocols and study designs when conducting the interviews.
Additionally, interviewers can receive advice regarding the interviewing of specific subgroups (e.g., older
respondents, refugees). The interviewers can also learn specific doorstep strategies of successfully gaining
respondent cooperation. Therefore, interviewer trainings can potentially prevent unit nonresponse. In addition,
interviewer trainings can increase the motivation and commitment of interviewers. Finally, interviewers serve as
representatives of a survey and interviewer training can equip interviewers with guidelines on how to represent
the survey appropriately.
Introductory materials. All surveys send general advance letters to inform the respondent about the study and
its purpose. Four surveys mentioned general advance letters as one of the three most important fieldwork
measures because the letter can clarify what the participants can expect during the interview and can, thus,
convince respondents to participate in the survey. Most of the surveys (14 surveys) integrate announcements of
an upcoming interviewer visit in their advance letter and provide introductory materials (15 surveys; e.g., data
privacy sheets, brochure with further information about the study). This material supports the interviewers in
their work, informs the respondents, and helps to build trust between the interviewer and the prospective
respondent.
Incentives. All surveys implement some form of incentives. Most surveys use cash incentives that are
predominantly implemented as conditional (promised) incentives (15 surveys). Seven surveys additionally
implement unconditional (prepaid) incentives. Given the different study designs (e.g., panel vs. cross-sectional
surveys) and differences in the perceived response burden (length of the questionnaire), it is not surprising that
the value of conditional cash incentives varies remarkably (i.e., from 5 to 50 €). However, the value of
unconditional cash incentives varies less (between 5€ and 10€). Three surveys also increase the amount of
their incentives during fieldwork in order to convert refusals.
Vouchers are rarely used as an incentive strategy. Only one study provides respondents with an unconditional
voucher as an incentive. Slightly more surveys draw on other types of conditional (3 surveys) and unconditional
incentives (4 surveys). Other incentives are for example discretionary budgets for incentives of interviewer’s
choice for special cases during refusal conversion (doorstep incentives), small gifts (e.g., post-it blocks,
magnifiers), or personalized feedback of results based on the individuals’ responses in prior waves (only panel
surveys).
Many surveys (12 surveys) also rate incentives as one of the most important fieldwork measures. The
representatives argue that it is the most cost-effective measure to increase response rates, that a compensation
of the effort is important for many respondents, and that respondents seem to expect incentives for their
participation. Survey representatives also think that incentives motivate respondents to provide more accurate
answers during the survey interview and, thus, might help to improve data quality.
Some surveys also test for incentive effects on key performance indicators during the fieldwork period. Two
surveys assess the effect on sample composition or evaluate their effects on the response rate.
Fieldwork procedures & quality checks. Regarding fieldwork procedures, all but one study require
interviewers to contact respondents a minimum number of times. None of the studies indicated that it prioritizes
cases with low response propensities as part of its fieldwork procedure in the reported wave. All surveys
conduct some form of fieldwork quality control. Back-checks are carried out by all surveys by mail. Half of the
surveys rely on additional back-checks per phone. Back-checks are considered as relevant because they can
detect problematic interviewer behaviour and falsification. However, only three surveys check audio recordings
of the interviews as an additional measure of control.
Close cooperation with fieldwork agency. Several surveys (5 surveys) underline that a close cooperation
with fieldwork agencies is one of the most important factors for successful fieldwork at every stage of the
fieldwork process. Before the actual data collection, survey representatives recommend discussing with the
fieldwork agencies which indicators will be monitored and reported to facilitate the cooperation between
fieldwork agencies and project teams. A common understanding of the monitored indicators also helps to set
common goals and subsequently may help to increase data quality and response rates. During the fieldwork
period, a regular exchange between fieldwork agencies and survey representatives facilitates a fast evaluation
of different indicators (e.g., response rate), the discussion of possible fieldwork strategies, and the opportunity
https://surveyinsights.org/?p=12237&preview_id=12237
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to intervene quickly if indicators flag problems in the fieldwork (e.g., underperforming interviewers). After the
end of the fieldwork period, debriefing meetings with the fieldwork agency are considered important because
they allow for a joint assessment of the fieldwork and to define strategies for the next (panel) waves.
Table 5. Most frequently mentioned fieldwork measures

*Note: Table reports the most frequently mentioned fieldwork measures when survey representatives were
asked to list the three most important fieldwork measures. We only list fieldwork measures that were mentioned
by at least 3 survey representatives.

Discussion
Our overview grants unique insights in the fieldwork monitoring practices of 17 large-scale social science
surveys in Germany. Overall, our results reveal that the vast majority of surveys focus on a core set of
indicators that cover all dimensions of fieldwork monitoring. At the same time, some dimensions seem to play a
more prominent role than others. For instance, the surveys not only unanimously rely on indicators in the
dimension of survey output, but they also monitor a large variety of indicators in this domain. The same holds
true for indicators in the dimension of dataset balance and representativeness. In other domains, however, only
a few indicators are monitored by most surveys (e.g., the interview duration in the dimension of measurement
process quality). In sum, a picture of homogeneity dominates that is even more evident when it comes to
fieldwork measures: the core set of measures usually consists of an in-person study specific interviewer
training, sending announcements of the upcoming visit, and providing introductory materials for respondents.
Most surveys also use conditional cash incentives, require a minimum number of contacts, and conduct backchecks by mail. Other measures that have shown to increase response rates and to improve data quality are
less frequently implemented, such as unconditional cash incentives (Pforr et al., 2015; Singer & Ye, 2013) or
control of audio recordings of interviews (Ackermann-Piek, 2018, Biemer & Lyberg, 2003). Controlling audiorecording may often fall short due to data protection or privacy concerns as well as the fact that carrying out
audio recordings is more difficult and work-intensive (and less common) in face-to-face than in telephone
surveys. Moreover, it is very time-consuming to check and code the audio recordings.
Homogeneity is hardly surprising given that all surveys share the same “environment” and usually commission
the process of data collection to (mostly the same) fieldwork agencies in Germany. At the same time, our results
also reveal a certain degree of heterogeneity since in some dimensions there are several indicators on which
roughly half of the studied surveys rely on. Besides the core set of indicators, surveys seem to use additional
indicators to address particularities in their design. This heterogeneity is also due to different study designs. For
example, cross-sectional and panel surveys differ regarding productivity indicators. More cross-sectional than
panel surveys check the indicators of interviewer-level response rate, refusals per interviewer, and last activity
of interviewer. A reason for the difference regarding those indicators could be that unit nonresponse is a more
critical issue in cross-sectional surveys in which there is not an established interaction with the respondents due
to a successful interview in a previous wave.
We also found an interesting difference between the type of indicators delivered by fieldwork agencies and
those that are based on own calculations of the survey representatives. Fieldwork agencies seem to deliver
mostly indicators of survey output and data collection effort, whereas survey representatives focus on
calculating indicators of dataset balance. Some of the indicators are not delivered by or requested from the
https://surveyinsights.org/?p=12237&preview_id=12237
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fieldwork agencies at all, in particular indicators of measurement process quality (e.g., item-nonresponse rates).
One reason could be that fieldwork agencies have no easy way to access this type of data. Additionally, for
some indicators many surveys report that they are both delivered by the fieldwork agency and additionally
calculated by themselves (e.g., response rate, interview duration).
But are the most frequently monitored indicators and conducted measures also perceived as the most relevant
indicators or measures? Overall, fieldwork indicators that are evaluated as relevant are also monitored
frequently. Frequently monitored and relevant indicators are number of contacted cases overall, interviewerlevel response rate, response rate for key subgroups, response rate and completed interviews as well as
interview duration. However, not all frequently monitored indicators are also evaluated as relevant. In particular,
none of the indicators of interviewer or staff productivity were mentioned as relevant indicators. Their perceived
relevance might be lower since indicators dealing with interviewer of staff productivity reflect the progress in
data collection only indirectly while other indicators (e.g., the number of completed interviews or the response
rate) provide survey representatives with an immediate impression of the “success” of the survey. In a similar
vein, fieldwork measures that were evaluated as relevant are also frequently conducted by the surveys.
Relevant and frequently conducted measures are interviewer trainings, cash incentives, and general advance
letters. In contrast, some of the frequently conducted measures were not mentioned as relevant, such as
minimum required contacts or back-checks.
Overall, survey representatives emphasized the importance of being involved in the monitoring process. This
may be due to different reasons. 1) Survey representatives want to actively monitor the fieldwork effort, 2) the
survey representatives do not receive the indicators in the expected format or quality, 3) they do not receive the
indicators that are most relevant for them, or 4) they want to circumvent a black box process and maximize
transparency of the calculation of indicators. Once more, this underlines the importance of a close cooperation
between the survey representatives and the fieldwork agencies. For an efficient fieldwork monitoring, a clear
communication of a desired set of indicators and their calculation and the frequency of reporting is crucial. One
way to ensure the delivery of a relevant set of fieldwork indicators is to already include them in the call for
tender when selecting a fieldwork agency.
This summary of the current situation of fieldwork monitoring in Germany can be used as a starting point for
empirical research into the effectiveness of key performance indicators and to develop best practices for
fieldwork monitoring in Germany. The overview may be helpful for new survey programs to get an overview of
the current state-of-the-art of fieldwork monitoring in Germany, and for experienced survey practitioners to
compare their own fieldwork strategies to those used by other large-scale social science surveys and possibly
reconsider their fieldwork monitoring strategy. Learning from the experience of surveys run in other contexts
and countries can also be beneficial. Future research that includes other countries and regions will be
necessary to provide an overview of international best practices. This research article focused on the
perspective of survey representatives with regard to relevant fieldwork indicators and fieldwork measures. An
interesting extension of this research would be to also investigate the perspective of fieldwork agencies
regarding this topic. After all, in the German context successful fieldwork monitoring hinges on a close
collaboration between survey representatives and fieldwork agencies.

Online Appendix
Questionnaire
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